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DA TES for 2024
COURSES
General weaving course enquiries -
www.devonweaversworkshop.org

Beginner weaver course enquiries - 
www.devonweaversworkshop.org

Spinners’ course enquiries -
www.devonweaversworkshop.org

BEGINNER WEAVERS - SPRING 2024
10/11, 17/18 & 24/25 FEBRUARY  
£300 (includes materials)

LET’S GET TECHNICAL
Tutors - Chris Hart & Jackie Millichap
9 & 10 MARCH 2024 

£95 non-members; £85 associate members; 

£75 full members/ trustees

WEAVING WITH COLOUR THEORY
Tutor - MARGO SELBY
15 - 17 MARCH 2024 

£330 non-members; £306 associate members; 

£275 full members/ trustees

DOUBLE CLOTH ON A POINTED DRAFT
Tutor - LAURA THOMAS
20 & 21 APRIL 2024

£225 non-members; £202 associate members; 

£180 full members/ trustees

SUPPLEMENTARY WARPS & SASHIKO
Tutor - JAMES DONALD
11 - 13 MAY 2024

£330 non-members; £306 associate members; 

£275 full members/ trustees

BEGINNER WEAVERS - SUMMER 2024
15/16, 22/23 & 29/30 JUNE  
£300 (includes materials)

TWILLS
Tutor - SHARON KEARLEY
27 - 29 JULY 2024

£330 non-members; £306 associate members; 

£275 full members/ trustees

TEXTURE & STRUCTURE
Tutor - SHARON KEARLEY
A 4 day course over 2 weekends

12 & 13 and 19 & 20 OCTOBER 2024

£430 non-members; £387 associate members; 

£344 full members/ trustees

INTENTIONAL SPINNING (Advanced)

Tutor - Christina Chisholm
21 & 22 NOVEMBER 2024 

Details to come

MEETINGS
COMMITTEE MEETING
Friday 12 April at 11.00am

BLACKJACK 40
Wednesday 13 March 2024 at 10.30am

AGM 2024
Saturday 23 November 2024 at 12 noon 

Guest Speaker - Christina Chisholm

EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS
DWW BIRDWOOD HOUSE EXHIBITION
30 November to 7 December 2024

DWW CHRISTMAS LUNCH
Cott Inn, Wednesday 21 February 12.30pm 

CONTEMPORARY CRAFT FESTIVAL
7 - 9 JUNE 2024 

Children’s Tent & DWW stand



reaching any decisions about if or how to
change it. If you have ideas please discuss
them with me!

Our DWW annual lunch (Christmas lunch!) will
be at the Cott Inn on Wednesday 21 February
at 12.30pm. The Cott will set up a WhatsApp
group with the menu and you can place your
order there. I will pay the deposit (£5 @ head)
so remember to repay me at the lunch!

Margaret C, DWW Chair

Left: AGM 2023  Above: Unit 9 in action
Below: Open Day - August 2023

The committee met on 25 January
2024 and agreed a budget for 
the year. The Workshop will be 
busy with courses most months,

which will make using the Louet 40s for pro-
jects time-pressured. Please make yourself
aware of course dates, so you know how much
time you have to finish your projects!

We discussed buying one or two smaller looms
to ease the pressure on current looms. We also
discussed the loom booking system without
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BEGINNER SPINNERS COURSE
7 & 8 October 2023
I tried to spin 10 years or so ago on a hand-
made spinning wheel but gave up as I found it
all to stressful. But the idea of using locally
sourced wool for my weaving fitted with my
membership of the Green Members Initiative,
run by Plymouth University with Make
SouthWest. Therefore when the Workshop
announced its first beginner’s spinning course 
I decided to enrol. 
On the first day we sat round in a big circle
and practised treadling and feeding through
yarn onto the spindle. Christine and Jackie
explained to us how to look after our spinning
wheels; we need to oil them before every use.
Then we each had a bit of a Jacob’s prepared
fleece to spin. By the end of the day, we all
had a bobbin of singles prepared! On the 
second day we quickly spun a second one 
and then tried plying them. Some people were
more successful than others – but we all came
away with some ‘interesting’ yarn to weave/knit
or crochet. 

necessary skills to become successful at spin-
ning wool. Thanks Jackie and Chris and all the
other students for making it such an enjoyable
journey. It was a truly delightful experience.”
There were 6 of us on the course so plenty of
one-to-one tuition. Bridget was another weaver
who had sampled spinning previously:
“Through trial and error about 45 years ago I
managed to spin enough wool to knit a couple
of hats and a cardigan. I'd describe the yarn as
wool with character (lumpy and bumpy). 
Thanks to the incredibly knowledgeable and
patient Jackie and Chris, not only did I learn
about the history of spinning, the different types
of wheels and fleeces, the staple length of the
fleece, but how to card the tops we were using
ready to spin and ply it. Also, how to use the
niddy noddy to make a skein. What I spun over
the weekend was 'with character' but at least I
now know where I am going wrong. I must
practice, practice and practice some more!”
We would all recommend the course to anyone
interested in learning to spin and our new room
at the Workshop is a lovely, relaxed environ-
ment in which to do it.

Anne Bulleid with Sue Syson & Bridget Kirke

I never expected to achieve what I did.
Christine and Jackie are very experienced
spinners and excellent teachers. I am now
thinking I might do the Intermediate course in
the spring. But I need to practise a lot first!
Sue was another participant, as she says: 
“I definitely fulfilled the definition of ‘beginner’
as I had never seen a spinning wheel before!
What an amazing, interesting weekend it was.
Thanks to the infinite patience of the instructors
Jackie and Chris I have started to develop the



I had never tried this before, so when this four-day
course came up, I was keen to give it a go. Kasuri is
warp and weft ikat and the traditional dye is indigo,
which is what we used. The warp has sections of
resist tied at intervals according to the pattern plan.
The weft has similar sections of resist, but they are
created by winding it on to a jig a little wider than the
warp and then binding appropriately so that the resist
areas line up correctly with the warp. The object of
the course was to make a sample, large enough for 
a scarf or similar, exploring the different techniques.  
On day one, eight enthusiastic students, and one
equally enthusiastic tutor got started in a very hot new
unit.  We were given instructions on how to tie the
warp and weft to give the various patterns, and so we
got to work planning out our different samples.  The
warps were already wound, so all we had to do was
to create the resist bindings in the right places using
special plastic tape.  We also got to make our own
custom patterns with Marilyn’s patient help. Day one
also meant creating the indigo vat ready for day two.
I’d never done this before, so that was a good learn-
ing, especially not to do this on a new carpet! 
Day two saw us dyeing our warp and weft. This was 
a lot of fun, especially as the weather was so lovely.
There was a strong tendency towards the birds-nest
as the threads were manipulated in the dye bath but 
it was very exciting to see the indigo change from
green to blue in air. The repeated dipping took all 
day (and also pointed out how important it is to 
manage the dye bath properly). Overnight there was
homework. Drying the warp and weft, and dealing
with the tangles…
Day three – warp your looms!  We learnt some very
useful tips to avoid indigo making a blue loom, 
wrapping much of it in cling film. This took all day,
with a little bit of weaving towards the end of the day.
Last day!  We had the pleasure of weaving and
watching our patterns evolve, everyone’s was 
different, and the indigo turned out a lovely colour. 
Marilyn was a great tutor, very inspirational and 
supportive, and we all achieved great results largely
thanks to her.

Louisa Homden

KASURI DYEING COURSE  with Marilyn Robert

Pics: Yvonne Hawkins
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KROKBRAGD COURSE
with Angie Parker              17 - 19 NOVEMBER 2023

There were fourteen participants in this fantastic
course, coming from as far as Preston in Lancashire,
Bodmin and South Wales! Angie arrived with armfuls of
beautiful samples and a few rugs so we were well and
truly inspired. The light bulb moment happened for
everyone once we had got to grips with the basic
weaving sequence. Once this happened it became
clear how to create designs purely by changing and
adding colour.  
Everyone agreed that it was a real treat to be able to
spend a wet and windy long weekend doing what we
all love.  
Angie showed us how to ensure a good tight tension,
how to finish a rug using different techniques and to be
brave with colour. We all loved her enthusiasm,
admired her patience and found her so inspiring and I
can safely say we all look forward to continuing  our
own Krokbragd journey.
A note from Angie: "I'd been looking forward to bring-
ing my version of Krokbragd to Devon Weavers for
ages. It was amazing to see the penny drop as the
irregular rules of this technique fell into place and I
hope the participants enjoyed it as much as I did".                  

Bridget Kirke

It was so good to be back, to see weaving friends old
and new and to enjoy the fantastic new facilities of the
Workshop. It’s so wonderful that what began as some-
thing very small has turned into such a creative space
for people to learn and exchange weaving artistry.
As for the course, I found Angie’s enthusiasm and
patience inspirational. Although I could only be there
for 2 of the three days, I felt that in those two days, 
I grasped the method of tying on and enough of the
techniques of Krogbagd’ to create and design
patterns, know how improve edges and to follow
Angie's joy in colour. Sadly I missed the tutorial on 
finishing but I can learn that later.
I returned home determined to find a weaving group
not too far from here and to get my big loom humming
with a Krogbagd rug. Watch this space.

Liz Williams

Pics: Maryna & Bridget
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SUE’S SATURDAYS
The first Shared Lunch took place on 
28 October 2023. I had not realised this
clashed with half-term but the 8 who came
enjoyed meeting up with 3 new DWW 
associates 2 of whom brought items for
‘Show & Tell’.  
Julie Depledge brought her rug samples
and Carin Weil her woven sampler taken
from Janet Philips' book Designing Woven
Fabrics. There are 500 different designs in
the sampler shown in the photograph (right).
Helen, who completed the beginners course
in June, showed us her 2nd project which
was a sampler scarf taken from the in-house
project book at the Workshop, What Next....?
I brought several of my Certificate of
Achievement folders and showed samples
of different woven structures. Margaret
Bidmead brought a woven bag plus glasses
case. Apologies if I have left anyone else
out. There was plenty of food and chat and
we look forward to the next meeting.

The next two meetings were well attended
with short talks and handouts on pattern
drafting and profile drafts plus some items of
‘Show & Tell’. Below are the dates for the
last two meetings this year which have had
the dates changed due to other events 
happening at the Workshop.The fact the
Workshop is so busy is wonderful.

Please feel free to come and have a discus-
sion about what you are doing and bring
along something to show the rest of us.

Monday 4 March  
(changed due to February Beginners’
Course + a course on 2 March)

Saturday 6 April (due to Easter) 
This will be the last meeting before our 
summer break.

Sue Dwyer 
www.devonweaversworkshop.org



JAMES DONALD COURSE 
SUPPLEMENTARY WARPS & SASHIKO 11 to 13 May   

£330 non-members; £306 associate members; £275 full members/ trustees

James is primarily a weaver using Scottish materials, including
lamb's wool, Shetland wool and other locally-sourced fibres. 
Based in Edinburgh, he trained at Duncan of Jordanstone
College of Art & Design in Dundee before establishing PickOne
in 1997. For a number of years since he has released regular
collections, developed a teaching practice in weave (running
weekend weave workshops as well as evening classes) and
established PickOne Productions - an events company 
specialising in curated exhibitions featuring the best of 
contemporary Scottish design.

SHARON KEARLEY COURSES
TWILLS 27 to 29 July  

£330 non-members; £306 associate members; £275 full members/ trustees

TEXTURE & STRUCTURE 12 & 13 and 19 & 20 October (A one 4 day course spread 

over 2 weekends)  £430 non-members; £387 associate members; £344 full members/ trustees

Sharon’s debut book (in our DWW library) Woven
Textiles - A Designer’s Guide was published in
2014 and is used as a teaching aid at degree
level in many art schools. She has worked nation-
ally and internationally as a woven textiles artist
and an experienced lecturer. 
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DWW INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED COURSES 2024

The courses below will be on the DWW website for sale to non-members very
soon. As a member, to book a place on a course contact Jane Unwin. Full and
associate members’ discounts apply to all courses. More course details can be
found on the DWW website.
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LAURA THOMAS COURSES
DOUBLE CLOTH ON A POINTED DRAFT
20 & 21 April     £225 non-members; £202 associate 

members; £180 full members/ trustees

TWO-END COLOUR & WEAVE LENO
14 & 15 September    £225 non-members; 

£202 associate members; £180 full members/ trustees

Laura Thomas is an established woven textile artist, designer
and maker specialising in producing unconventional textiles 
for contemporary spaces. She has work in the permanent
collection of The Victoria & Albert Museum, The Powerhouse Museum (Australia), The Crafts 
Study Centre and the National Wool Museum, as well as numerous private collections. Laura was
awarded one of the first Creative Wales Ambassador Awards from the Arts Council of Wales, and
has many other accolades under her belt including a Wesley Barrell Award, Homes and Gardens
Classic Design Award, Cardiff Design Festival Award, and Best Maker in Wales Award from
Newport Council.

LET’S GET TECHNICAL • SPINNING COURSE
Tutors - CHRIS HART & JACKIE MILLICHAP
9 & 10 March 2024    £95 non-members; £85 associate members; £75 full members/ trustees

Let’s Get Technical will teach how to choose, prepare, spin and finish wool fleece depending on the
type of fleece and the resultant yarn required. Basic spinning skills are necessary.
At this level it is assumed you will be bringing your own spinning wheel and that you will know the
basics of spinning wool, setting up and maintaining your wheel, spinning singles, plying 2 singles,
skeining and how to set / wash your skein of yarn.

This course will cover:-

• The types of fleece/how to choose /cleaning the fleece
•  Preparing fleece depending on type; carding/combing etc
•  Worsted spinning
•  Wool (English long draw) spinning
•  Andean and chain plying
•  Consistency of spin / spinning for purpose
•  If time allows we will consider fibres other than wool

DWW INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED COURSES 2024

The courses below will be on the DWW website for sale to non-members very
soon. As a member, to book a place on a course contact Jane Unwin. Full and
associate members’ discounts apply to all courses. More course details can be
found on the DWW website.



If you are an associate member and would like to use the Workshop 
but need to confirm you will have access please call one of the 

following weavers who will be happy to help -

MONDAYS Margaret Cushen  

TUESDAYS Ann Holl  

WEDNESDAYS Kay Balmforth  

THURSDAYS Jill Davies  

FRIDAYS Sareela Salter  

SATURDAYS Chris Morey  

SUNDAYS Janet Thomas 

RESERVE CONTACT Anne Bulleid 
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When the Workshop inherited money and items
from Audrey Fairbrother the equipment includ-
ed a Glimakra Regina Loom. This is quite a big
beast; standing about 2m tall as the warp is
vertical and has a weaving width of up to
1.25m or so (with the appropriate reed). You
may recall seeing it in the Workshop at the
Open Day. Described as a tapestry loom as it
has just 2 shafts; I have used a similar one for
rag and wool tabby rugs and also pile/knotted
ones. It has a hefty, counterbalanced beater
which means you can get a good, tight weave.
It's a lovely piece of equipment, but is not ideal
for the Workshop. It took up a surprising
amount of space which is limited in Unit 8 and
is possibly of less interest to most of the mem-
bers than the other looms. So, a solution has
been found, I am now looking after the loom in
my studio just outside Newton Abbot, but it will
be available for members to use on similar
terms as those in the Workshop. Please have a
think and let me know if you interested in using
it. Or maybe just coming to give it a try.

When we set the loom up in the Workshop the
only space was to be tucked in a corner imper-
illing anyone walking past as the beater is at
head height! It was also difficult to set up and
to use properly. Now with space and my hus-
band’s help the shed is much improved and it

ACCESS FOR ASSOCI A TE MEM BERS

Audrey’s Upright Loom

can take a range of reeds, including 4 and 6
ends per inch, special heavy-duty ones that are
ideal for rugs or tapestry. 

I have been weaving on a small test warp, as
you can see in the photo. There is much to
learn about putting on the warp and making
best use of it.

If you wish to get in touch please email me at
www.devonweaversworkshop.org

Anne Bulleid
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WHAT GOES ON WHEN WE’RE NOT LOOKING.......
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To celebrate the recent acquisition of Unit
9, DWW held an Open Day in August 2023 
- a members’ sale of yarns and lunch in the
morning and an all-comers open house in
the afternoon. It was packed! We even
made it onto ‘Spotlight’ TV (thank you
Jackie M) and got some very much 
appreciated exposure to the wider world.

BIRDWOOD HOUSE EXHIBITION

Due partly to some impressive rug-selling at
Birdwood House in December 2023, we took
a record-breaking £4585.00. There was a
lovely range of handwoven items on sale
from an ever-increasing number of our
weavers. Big thanks go to those members
who worked so hard to put it all up, steward
and take it down. Dates for 2024 are... 
30 November to 7 December - please make
a note in your diaries.

DWW OPEN DAY

Unit 9 - Before & After....

Cleaning the Workshop
Many thanks to all of you who have done so much to  

keep the Workshop ship-shape down the years. Your efforts 

make a big difference, especially before and after courses. 

We are hoping that we’ll have plenty of enthusiastic, volunteer 

cleaners again during 2024. A new sign-up sheet is now on the

notice board in DWW. The cleaning doesn’t take long if we work in

pairs and hopefully, if enough of us show willing, our turn only

comes around once a year at the very most!
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Nancy Adams
Nancy first appeared in the address list of

the Shuttle sometime early in 2007. She was

a stalwart supporter of the Workshop, weav-

ing regularly and always helping at our

events, courses and exhibitions.

In later years Nancy and husband moved to

Northamptonshire where Nancy sadly died

last year. She was a wonderful weaver,

knowledgable and precise and generous

with her time. 

We have now had three Sunday sewing sessions completing bags, Christmas mug rugs and
in February needle cases and pin cushions. Lots of new techniques learned.

There will be project worksheets available soon for anyone who needs a reminder or 
couldn't make the sewing day. I am hoping to set a date for the next sewing day soon. 

Paula Williams

DWW LIBRARY BOOKS AMNESTY
Check your bookshelves please......

The library books below have all gone missing -

please search your shelves and return any that you

may have accidentally taken home - leave them on

the table in DWW or post them through the letterbox.

39 SPIN to WEAVE (Sara Lamb)

51 FOUR SHAFT TABLE LOOM  (Ann Field)

81 HANDWEAVERS DIRECTORY (Anne Dixon)

85 FABRICS THAT GO BUMP (Best of Weavers)

90 REP RIPS REP (Coifman)

143 LEARNING TO WEAVE (Chandler)

147  TEXTILE DESIGN BOOK

Paula’s Sewing Sundays
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TRUSTEES & COMMITTEE 2024
(Trustees are marked with an asterisk)

Chair Margaret Cushen*

Secretary                             Paula Williams* 

Treasurer                   Jackie Thomas*

Intermediate/Advanced Courses Jane Unwin*

Membership Secretary               Colleen Pope*  

Newsletters & Website                   Kay Balmforth* 

Equipment                  Janet Thomas*

Library Sareela Salter* 

Spinners Representatives Chris Hart & Jackie Millichap

Ann Holl*

Jenny Rolfe*

Jill Davies*

Gail Bryant deals with beginners’ course admin and is our 

AGWSD South West Area Coordinator. 

Helen Hughes is our Health & Safety officer.  

devon weavers workshop
www.devonweaversworkshop.org 


